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CREATIVE	CORNER	
 
As members explore and experiment with Hemi-Sync®, unexpected wellsprings of creativity 
bubble up from within and demand expression. These expressions may be profound 
and poignant or lighthearted. We are happy to share one of them with you. 
 
SOUL MATES 
“Let them be, let them be,” 
The Soul Cluster said in hushed and reverent tones. 
“They have waited so long to find each other again.” 
THEY would meet, in that other side, 
From time to time in one millennium or another— 
Reckoned, at least, in human-side terms. 
Their caring so strong, each had agreed: 
They would perform their service to fill whatever need 
At whatever cost but cost only as is computed on the human side, 
Their deep love ceded to the greater good. 
 
So it was they would find themselves  
To be granted an occasion to work together.  
And Soul Cluster would step back a bit and  
Allow these two others of their kind  
To be of service together. 
 
Their hearts/souls would merge for the eon/minute and then  
Disengage and softly, quietly, gently move on... 
This once she had said, “Would you kiss me?” And he did. 
And, being allowed this brief, precious moment while Soul  
Cluster stepped aside, THEY sat upon a stairway  
and Held hands until it was time to part. 
Then THEY, on this human side, met one day and she recognized him  
And for a wild, soaring time—still reckoned in human terms—  
She was so full of the recognition and joy of it all  
That she thought her heart would burst! 
 
But, you see, on this human side, he was fulfilling (as was she) 
Other kinds of commitments fully as real and necessary  
As those of the other side... 
And with other clusters of soul, die ones with human bodies. 
 
/Mas (perhaps this is the HUMAN word to use), 
Upon stepping outside herself and looking with 
Her other-side eyes—she KNEW she could not intrude and— 



After some passage of human time— 
With soaring JOY was able to 
Bless and release him, and 
Give thanks for having been allowed this HUMAN gift. 
 
Their work continues on that other side, 
While their humanness continues on this human side—  
And School/Soul Cluster, after having observed the two  
[after having allowed her this wonderful gift], 
Approves All and Says: WELCOME! YOU PASSED! 
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